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Nature Trains Immunity Towards
Tolerance
This critical review proposes that exposure to the diversity of life in natural
green and aquatic environments and to the microbiota of social contacts
constitutes a necessary immune training that results in immune tolerance. The
author emphasizes that such experiences should ideally occur throughout
childhood as a normal immune education that prevents later development of
inflammation, autoimmunity, and allergy.

In modern times, high-income countries are witness to steep increases in the prevalence of
inflammatory disease, with urban populations additionally showing more allergies, autoimmune
conditions, inflammatory bowel disease, and psychiatric conditions, including depression,
anxiety, autism, and schizophrenia. Such illnesses have been linked to toxic exposures in urban
environments, which offer novel ‘biomes’ of synthetic, microbial, and industrial substances that
do not occur naturally. However, merely eliminating toxic exposures is insufficient for developing
immune balance and tolerance.

Spending time in green spaces or aquatic areas appears to partially remedy the maladaptive
immune stimulation received in man-made environments. Living close to natural areas is
associated with reductions in mortality, cardiovascular illness, and psychiatric disturbances.
These beneficial influences are likely mediated by psychological and immune-related
mechanisms that can interact in complex ways.

This review analyzes extensive epidemiological and experimental data, and suggests that
normal immune tolerance must be acquired through training, much as immunity is trained by
infections. Dr. Rook argues that, historically, organisms normally encountered through social
and environmental contacts served as immune educators, inducing tolerance and immunity
through skin, respiratory, gut, and other routes of exposure. He states that “at birth the immune
system is like a computer that contains programs (genetics) but almost no data,” and relies on
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vaginal birth and increasing contact with microbial diversity for successful training of immune
balance. Examples of such immune educators include helminths, certain other parasites, dust,
varied human and environmental microbiota, and common exposures to potential pathogens
that confer immunity, like hepatitis A or Helicobacter pylori.

According to the author:

“We suggest here that humans do indeed have an evolutionarily
predetermined need for exposure to natural environments, but that this has
two distinct components. There is an immunological component that runs in
parallel with the psychological one.”

Review Highlights

● Major findings include the following:
● Atopic, autoimmune, and inflammatory illnesses that are increasingly common in

high-income countries may represent a failure in regulation of the immune response.
This failure is due to lack of exposure to, and education by, diverse organisms from our
evolutionary history that confer immunotolerance, called “Old Friends.”

● “Old Friends” are increasingly absent from man-made environments and modern
lifestyles, and include fleas, ticks, helminths, lice, mites, immune-regulating potential
pathogens, and microbiota from other humans, animals, soil, plants, air, and water.

● Microbial exposures earlier in life help train the developing immune system to recognize
a variety of molecular patterns in order to develop broad tolerance and exercise immune
mastery.

● Gut exposures to immune-stimulating substances constitutes essential ongoing training
of innate immunity, while overall exposures engender regulatory T cell populations and
related communications networks. This complementary training by immune-stimulating
and immune-regulating influences during childhood is crucial for preventing chronic
activation of immune and inflammatory responses.

● Populations in high-income countries display persistent increases in C-reactive protein
levels.

● Older people living in care homes show reduced gut microbiota diversity along with
heightened levels of interleukin-6 and other inflammatory markers.

● Immigrants moving from developing to high-income urban areas show increases in
inflammatory, psychiatric, and autoimmune disorders, which may stem from loss of
exposure to natural microbial diversity.

● The author states that helminths may act as “T-reg adjuvants,” and cites studies in which
patients with relapsing multiple sclerosis develop myelin-recognizing T regulatory cells
with helminth infection.

● Sunlight, physical exertion, and interactions with pets reinforce the immunoregulatory
and psychological benefits of spending time in nature.
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Dr. Rook notes that we know relatively little about natural microbiomes, but recognize that the
soil surrounding a plant, its roots, and upper plant parts all have distinctive microbiota. Modern
mono-culture in food production is likely to alter many aspects of soil microbial diversity, an
emerging topic in regenerative agriculture.

CONCLUSION

Spending time in nature invites complex interactions between human immune
cells and natural microbiomes. These are mediated by physiological and
psychosocial factors that facilitate immunoregulation and actively cultivate
healthy long-term immune tolerance in humans.
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